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President's Message
Dear Members,
These days my head is ever in the clouds, and as May approaches and
departure time becomes more of a reality instead of a dream, Ireland
seems to be all I can think ~bout. I leave May 28th for London and two
glorious weeks of sightseeing, capped by my judging assignment at
Sw.ords Show in Dublin. I' 11 be judging Great Danes, Mastiffs, Saint
Bernards, Bouviers and, of course, Irish Wolfhounds.
Hard as it is, I'll have to come back to the good old terra firma
for just a little while longer to tell you of the events concerning
club business and activities upcoming.
First of all we must address the issue of incorporation. This will
be discussed at the April 21st meeting to be held after Irish Wolfhound judging at the Sir Francis Drake K.C. show at Carol Gabriel's
house in Novato. A luncheon is planned so please come.
Good news! Once again our marching Wolfhounders captured the third
place prize at the St. Patrick's Day Parade in San Francisco on March
17th. Congratulations to all you brave souls, especially to Jamie Souza
who led the entourage to its glory.
I just wanted you to know what a fantastic Treasurer we have in John
Hays. Our club was in trouble with Insurance for the upcoming Match,
but due to John's diligent manipulation we are now covered and at a
reasonable price. I don't know what we would do without John and Bell~
our editor.
And now, - "May the saddest days of your future be no worse than the
happiest days of your past. 11
God bless,
Mary Major
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NORTHERN CALIFORNIA IRISH WOLFHOUND CLUB BOARD MEETING - Feb.17, 1985
Santa Clara, Ca.
The meeting was called to order at 11:20 am by President Mary Major
following the IW judging at Santa Clara Valley ~ennel Club Show . Present were: Mary Major, Russ Greene, Robin Burchett, John Hay s, Jane Kit
Christie and Paula Mart i n. Absent were: Yvonne Heskett, Sue Hall and H.
J. Smith . Also present were members : Belle Hays, Pat Holmes, Linda
Souza, Janet Souza, Carol Gabriel, Marilyn and Greg Shaw, Ken Taylor,
Maria Grotano and Terry Burchett.
The minutes of the previous meeting were approved as printed in
the December Bugle.
cont'd -
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Board Meeting cont'd TREASURER'S REPORT - John Hays reported our current balance being
$6,375.41 with all bills paid. Our account earned $479.44 in interest
in 1984. In order to be a non-profit organixation, John suggested
making donations to various animal organizations. The Board agreed
and various foundations were suggested.
NOMINATING COMMITTEE REPORT - The nominating committee has confirmed
the following slate of officers:
President:
Marilyn Shaw
Vice President: Carol Gabriel
Secretary:
Robin Burchett
Treasurer:
John Hays
Board Members:
Joan Sanford, Ken Taylor and Joan Trifeletti.
Mary Major appointed Janet Souza to replace H.J.Smith's position on
the board as he has not attended any meetings. Robin will send a
letter to H. J. Smith to notify him of his replacement.
MEMBERSHIP REPORT - Pat Holmes read in the following new members who
were voted on and accepted by the board:
Max Martin (sponsored by Grotano/Montgomery)
Gary Wininger (sponsored by Burchett/Souza)
The Stockhomes (sponsored by McCombs)
Douglas & Maria Love (by Paula Martin)
R.D. Michaels (no sponsor)
Pat Holmes turned the membership duties over to Jane Kit Christie.
SPECIALTY COMMITTEE REPORT - Paula Martin said that plans are well
under way for our September 14th Specialty at Cal. State, Hayward.
The Holiday Inn of Hayward will reserve a block of rooms for our
members. The judges (Roxanne Mahan - regular classes and Jack England - Sweeps) have been notified and have accepted. Carl Lindemaier
will be our official photographer . It was also suggested that we
should have another photographer to assist Carl and perhaps speed up
the process of receiving the finished photos for our Specialty results
report. The following have volunteered for these Specialty Cammi ttee&:
Trophies - Linda Souza & Mreg Shaw
Ring & Grounds - Ken Gabriel
Hospitality - Pat Holmes
Ring Steward - Tracy Major
Advertisers - Russ Greene
Banquet - Paula Martin
Lunch - Pat Holmes will check into having lunch catered on the
show grounds.
Advertisement - Jane Kit Christie will look into The Sighthound
Review and The rw Q11arterl y to advertise Specialty (before
and after)
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Board Meeting cont'd SPECIALTY REPORT continued Paula Martin asked to be allowed to purchase Specialty supplies (e.g.
a canopy). Voted on and passed by the board. She also asked to be able
to purchase some individual "pooper-scooper bags'' from the San Francisco SPCA for a donation. John Hays suggested we make a $50.00 donation. The board also voted and approved this request.
NCIWC ANNUAL MATCH - Ken Taylor volunteered to be Match Chairman. The
tentative date for the Match will be Saturday, April 27th at Wawona
Park in San Francisco. The board decided to have Paul Pilat as our
judge with John Cowan as second choice. As soon as the above is verified, Carol Gabriel will mail fliers to the membership.
OLD/NEW BUSINESS - Pat Holmes will check into table favors and decorations for the Specialty dinner.
Agnes Tara is looking for a rescue home for a two year old male IW
who was abandoned.
Jane Kit Christie suggested ordering some auction items from a shop
in England. Their prices are very reasonable, but the order should be
placed soon as the mails are slow.
John Fitzpatrick suggested having a raffle as well as an auction. The
raffle is always a great money maker.
The meeting was adjourned at 12:10pm.
Respectfully submitted,
Robin Burchett, Secretary
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DEAR DR. MILLER: The older our dogs
get, the ~ore water they seem to drink. Is that
normal? ·
J.F.
DEAR J.F,: Increased water consump·
tiem in the older ta nine is not norm11I, 11ince
it's usually due to disease, and diseas·e; is -not
a "normal'' process. Higher fluid ~o~·ump· .
tlon .is comn1on; however, and tHe 'i!auses
range from · hormo-.al to kidney problems~
One important · re~son for more frequent
checkups in older dogs is to fhid such prob·
lems "'hile they are still at a treatable stage.
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Santa Clara Valley KC
Judge: Kent H. Delaney

February 17, 1985
13/8/5

BOB - Ch. Solstrand Fenton of Bailebrae - Grotano
BOS - Ch. Bailebrae Cailte Camille - Grotano
BOW,WB - Rivendell Michaelene - Fitzpatrick
WO - Carroy Big Mack Attack - Rosebrock
RWR - Major Acres Mia of Castlemaine - Shaw
RW~ - Wynn of Limerick - Souza
Richmond Dog Fanciers Club
Judge: Mrs. Florence Y. Savage

March 23,1985
9/7/4

BOB - Ch. Solstrand Fenton of Bailebrae - Grotano
BOS,WB - Major Acres Mia of Castlemaine - Shaw
BOW,WD - Wynn of Limerick - Souza
RWD - Bailebrae Caio - Grotano
RWB - Destiny Star Shine O'Shaw - Burchett
Oakland KC
Judge: Mrs. Janet R. Wilcox

March 24,1985
10/10/4

BOB - Ch. Solstrand Fenton of Bailebrae - Grotano
BOS,WB - Major Acres Mia of Castlemaine - Shaw
BOW,WD - Destiny Shane O'Tosh - McCombs
RWD - Fleetwind Rafferty - Fleetwind Knls.
RWB - Kelly Glen's Oonagh Cailin - Tara
Kings KC of California
Judge: Dr. Jacklyn E. Hungerland

I·
I

March 28,1985
8/ 10/ 3

BOB - Ch. Rodd of Limerick - Souza
BOS,WB - Killcastle 1 s Kad Mian Cait - Kyle/Spalding
BOW,WD - Wynn of Limerick - Souza
RWD - Carroy Big Mack Attack - Rosebrock
RWB - Moscail Meghan of Carrgy - Rosebrock

'iI
THE HOU NOS' BUGLE - Rate s

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
NCIWC Members
Free
~!on-members .
$6.00 a yr.
Single copies
$1. 00

ADVERTISING RAHS
Full page •
$8.00
Half page ••
$5.00
Photo with ad $10.00 additional
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Sequoia KC
Judge: Paula Hartinger

March 29,1985
7/8/3

BOB - Ch. Solstrand Fenton of Bailebrae - Grotano
BOS,BOW,WB - Lowell's Pati O'Flaherty Carroy - Lowell
WO - Wynn of Limerick - Souza
RWD - Connemara 1 s Falcon - Wandruff
RWB - Destiny Star Shine O'Shaw - Burchett
Sun Maid KC
Judge: Ralph Del Dea

March 30,1985
8/12/4

BOB - Ch. Castlemaine's Wee Willie - Shaw
BOS - Ch. Carroy Corri Ciara 0 1 Shaw - Brazelton
BOW,WD - Wynn of Limerick - Souza
WB - Kellcastle's Kad Mian Cait - Kyle/Spalding
RWD - Galaxy's Iken of Harlehaus - Voss
RWB - Kildare's Sunstag Faery Fey - Hirsch
Salinas Valley KC
Judge: Mrs. Evelyn Betty Peterson

April 6,1985
9/2/3

BOB - Ch. Fleetwind Dan - Fleetwind Knls.
BOS,WB - Rivendell Michaelene - Fitzpatrick
BOW,WD - Major Acres Michael Murphy - Hall
RWD - Wynn of Limerick - Souza
RWB - Tory Erin of Limerick - Burchett
Santa Cruz KC
Judge: Sra L. Real De Premio
BOB - Ch. Castlemaine's Wee Willie - Shaw
BOS,WB - Major Acres Mia of Castlemaine - Shaw
BOW,WD - Windy Hill.Firstis - Salin
RWD - Kelley Glen's Rufus O'Rourke - Foor
RWB - Rivendell Michaelene - Fitzpatrick

April 7,1985
12/2/5

~·

St.GfittrlekSCO~de
.
}
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·
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WE DID IT AGAIN ! ! Third place award in San
Francisco's annual St. Patrick's Day Parade!
We will be receiving a check in the mail for
$25.00. Hurray for the Gentle Giants ! !

~t

was great having our new club banner, purchased by Ken Taylor. It's bright green and
gold, and really makes our marching unit look
spectacular. Thanks a lot, Ken.
I was hoping to see more of you there this
year. The weather was fine. Our group only
totaled 16 IWs - still enough to be a big hit
with the crowds along the parade route.

For those of you who have never joined us,
think about it for 1986. It's fun. Let's go
for~ place!
Carol Gabriel

A St. Patrick's Day parade
- on the very day nanied for the
fifth century bishop who drove the
snakes from Ireland - was enough
to draw tens of thousands of Irish
and would-be Irish to Market Street.·
Featured were bagpipes and
Boy Scouts, Irish dancers and color
guards, Hibernians, marching
bands and several floats. There was
all manner of animals, most of them
four"legged, including horses, Irish
setters, Irish wolfhounds and a
mule train. The Animal 'Rights Coalition marched with a banner reading "Save the Snakes."

The parade lineup, 2000 marchers in 278 units, fell into formation
at 12:30 p.m. behind Russ Coughlin,
the KGO-TV commentator who was
grand marshal.
He led the nrocessi<m on Market Street, then up Golden Gate Avenue to Polk Street and past a City
Hall reviewing stand. The green,
white and orange flag of Ireland
hung from the City Hall flagstaff.
- S.F. Chronicle

From Melody Waters is a clipping describing the St. Patrick's Day
Parade in downtown San Antonio (Texas) - "Again this year a dozen
Irish Wolfhounds (the largest size dogs in the world) will lead
over 15,000 participants • • • • the San Antonio River will become
the 'River Shannon' as it is dyed green." All this and more, courtesy of The Harp and Shamrock Society of Texas, Inc . !
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CANINE HOROSCOPE
-Edna Travinek
Aquarius
Born between January 21 and February 19, the Aquarius dog is the
do-gooder of dogdom. He abhors dog fights and would like all dogs
to be united in perpetual friendship.
His planet is Uranus. He likes travel and exploration and has a
great curiosity.
,
His symbol, The Waterbearer, indicates that the Aquarius dog is
inclined to burn up much energy running in different directions
without a definite goal. He likes to be free and unrestricted,
shunning dog houses ar.d fenced yards.
He delights in the chance to meet new friends and his friendships
are warm and long lasting.
The Aquarius dog is an excellent pupil. He concentrates and is
quick to learn. He is an ideal candidate for sled team rescue
service or guide dog duty rather than regimented military or
police service.
Kelly green and purple are favored colors. Gifts and toys should
always be those that arouse curiosity and thought.
Pisces
Here is the dog world dreamer, born between February 20 and March 20.
In the midst of noise and confusion, the Pisces pet can soar into his
own reflective world, often seeming to be in a trance.
His planet, Neptune, gives him a mystical charm.His melting gaze makes
it impossible to stay annoyed at him.
His symbol, The Fishes, denotes a restlessness within, often creating
indecision.
A completely unselfish dog, he is in love with the world and all its
inhabitants. He is inclined to be too trusting and is apt to be
tricked out of his goodies by other animals.
He is orderly, peaceful and calm, and has above-average manners.
The Pisces dog has a fondness for fancy foods. Chicken is preferred
over standard dog food, and butter cookies are the choice over dog
biscuits. Gifts should be refined and out of the ordinary, and wearing apparel should be in pastel blues and greens.
Easy to train and delighting in make-believe, he could do well 1n
I
motion pictures, theater or television.

*
This is the last instalment
Your Dog's Horoscope, which
dogs' personalities and why
Mary Major for sharing this
with us.

**

*

of Edna Travinek's astrological guide,
should give us better insight about our
they act that way!! We are indebted to
whimsical and - of course - helpful book
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"A STAR DANCED AND
MERLYN OF PLANTAGENET
August 13, 1979 - February 8, 1985

Farewell little soldier
Dearest friend
Truest comrade
Melody Waters

Martin Mulac

Mollie Mala of Hampden House

IO
Sooner or later, nearly everyone around dogs--veterinarians and kennel owners alike--wi II
find it necessary to determine the age of a dog by examining its teeth; In pups it's rel atively simple, but, with older dogs, gauging the age becomes more difficult.

INCISORS

I

VENTRAL VIEW OF UPPER JAW

~~~~------~c~~~D_E_N_T_A_L~F_O_R_M_u_LA_s~---)--------~~~
PUPPY
TOP JAW -

BOTTO'! -

6

INCISORS
2 CANINE
6 PREf'OLARS

6
2
6

INCISORS
CANINE
PREMOLARS

TOTAL - 28

ADULT
6 INCISORS

TOP JAW -

2
8
4
BOTTO'! - 6
2
8

6

TOTAL

CANINE
PREMOLARS
MOLARS
INC ISORS
CANINE
PREMOLARS
MOLARS

-42

~~~~------mi(~~~E_R_U_P_T~IO_N~D-A_T_E_S~~--')•------~~~~
PUPPY TEETH
INCISORS - 4 TO 5 WEEKS
- 4 WEEKS
CANINE
PREMOLARS - 5 TO 6 WEEKS

ADULT TEETH
4 MONTHS
5 MONTHS

INCISORS CANINE
PREMOLARS MOLARS

5 TO 6 MONTHS
4 TO 7 MONTHS

It should be noted that some variation may exist from breed to breed in the chart above.
Eruption dates are a fairly accurate guide for young dogs; however, once the mouth is
complete, determining the age is more difficult. Here's a general guideline for older dogs.
Again, there may be some breed variation. Further, the dog's diet may influence the det e rmination.
~~~~------11111/~~- ;EAR~P-A_T_T_E_R_N~~~)•------~~~~

AGE

H

YEARS

2~ YEARS
3~ YEARS

4, YEARS
s

YEARS

6 YEARS
7 YEARS

TEETH WEAR
CUSPS WORN OFF LONER INCISOR #1
CUSPS WORN Off LONER INCISOR #2
CUSPS WORN OFF UPPER INCISOR #1
CUSPS WORN OFF UPPER INCISOR #2
SLIGHT WEAR LONER INGISOR #3
CUSPS WORN Off LONER iNCISOR #3,
CANINES BECO'llNG BLUNT.
INDIVIDUAL VARIATION TOO GREAT
ro ACCURATELY DETERMINE AGE FROM TEETH.

The Kennel Doctor
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GROOAflNG AND SHOWING THE IRISH JVOLFHOUND
(Condensed)

by Robert Hunter
Locust Grove IW Assoc.

Because they are racing dogs, the most typical conformation impression [of the Irish Wolfhound] should be formed by the depth of chest,
tucked-up belly, slight arching over the loins, long rear legs with
muscular thighs, well-bent or angulated stifles and well let down hocks.
Further, an impression of "off balance" of the forequarters should be
observed. All racing dogs' forelegs are ahead of the center of gravity
of the dog, thus presenting the "off balance" appearance when viewed
in profile. By comparison, in the working breeds the chest protrudes
in front of the forelegs, thus positioning the forelegs directly under
the center of gravity. The neck and back should be long and slightly
arched. (The bitch has a more level back than the dog.) The long back
serves the functional demands of racing by providing sufficient stretch
for the "double suspension'' gallop found only in coursing breeds.
The appearance of swiftness and power can only be judged subjectively in the show ring. Altogether the Irish Wolfhound should have a
general racing appearance although being considerably more massive and
powerful than the other sighthounds, and taller too. Grooming and
showing the IW should be consistent with demonstrating the typical
look of the breed.
While size is not subjective, the appearance of size is often so.
One simple handling technique which gives the appearance of size is
holding the IW's head up by putting the collar up behind the ears
(Illustration 2).
/f/ustratlon 2
Appearance of Height Changed
By Position of•Heod

Train the IW to stand as in illustration 3. It is a relaxed and
comfortable stance, which will show him at his best. The forelegs
should be directly under the shoulder (broken line). From the rear
view, the legs should be set as illustrated, and not wider apart as
a Doberman or guard dog is posed. To do the latter actually lowers
the height of the IW.
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Illustration 3 - Posing the Ir/sh Wolfhound

A grooming technique which
gives the appearance of size,
is to show more "daylight"
under the IW by combing down
the chest and underside hair
and by gently stripping out
the belly and most of the
surrounding hair.
The head should be trimmed,
if necessary, to enhance the
silhouette of the long head,
the pronounced occipital crown and the rather squarish muzzle . It may
be necessary to strip the head from just behind the stop to the rear
of the crown, blending into the base of the neck and shoulders. Depending on the animal, it may be necessary to thin out the bushy hair especially the soft flyaway hair over the eyes. This hairy adornment

'<Q.i»

Illustration 4 - The Irish Wolfhound Heads

should give_ a characteristic IW appearance and not be cute or look like
somebody's forgotten motor cap.
The ears should be stripped of all hair, and the ear base and inner
ear should be tidied up and look cared for .
Just below the jaw and upper neck, it is advisable to severely strip
the bushiness and to.blend the neck hair into the chest and forequarters in a clean unbroken line.
This practice will offset the
_,_..--\ crown to b? cle(lrlq visable
head beautifully and often
-~-~Pin direclion of atrO\lls
will give the illusion of
length to the neck. Copious
chin hair seems most chanac~
teristic of the dog; however
' ''\I',_!J
some bitches have a good deal
of facial furnishings. In
either case, chin hair gives
oreas' oF coot which
the IW a characteristic apcan oo ihinned ak wilh
pearance. Prior to showing
ihinnipg ~ea~ -1hen <e\np,
blend inf> nech one! itlen iiWl Sioul&~ra .
the IW, the chin hair should
be cleaned and combed.
Illustration 5 - Head Grooming Diagram

(_)Y~)

l

-~
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Generally, excessive hair about the jaws, below the ears and on
the upper neck can easily hide a good head. It i s suggested that
this hair be removed by stripping and/or by using thinning shears
to blend it into the rest of the head(Illustration 5).
Excessive hair on the forelegs can give the appearance of cobbiness, or worse, coarseness. The tufts of hair at thecelbows should
conform to the function of the elbow, and not give the impression
of a hairy flag. Attention to the pastern should consist of tidying
by stripping away some of the fuzz so that the pastern bend can be
seen (Illustration 6). The preparation of the thighs requires sound
decision when preparing
to groom. Often excess,,
ive undercoat and fluffy
hair abound on the stifle
/ I
edge of the leg. This hair
I
can disguise good angulaI
tion.
Much of it can be
I
I
stripped away, but take
I
care not to scalp the leg.
I
Equally
important is the
I
rear of the 1eg. Many I Ws
I
I
have pantaloons that give
I
a rear-end heaviness that
I
is undesirable. Heavy
stripping may be required
Illustration 6 - The Foreleg and Rear leg
here , but use caution .
St ep away from the task and make constant comparison between your results and your mind's image. Exposing the lower stifle angulation and
the crisp lines of the hock can spruce up an average IW and make him
a winner.
To show length of body, pose the IW so that his hind foot is in
line with an imaginary line dropped vertically to the floor and just
touching the rear thigh and the front of the rear foot(Illustration 7)
If the foot is brought forward of that line, it will lower the dog's
rear qu arters and make him look smaller in size , confusing the body
length wi t h the thigh and thus making the animal look structurally
weak.

)/

Illustration 7
Proportions of the
Irish Wolfhound
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Loins arched and belly well drawn up are characteristic s of the
racing dog . The !W's rough coat can disguise the "tuck up" and give
a long tubular appearance which is not characteristic . For the show
dogs stripping or trimming the belly should be given constant and
gentle attention. The major stripping at the belly should blend into
the thighs and chest and give a smooth line (Illustration 8).

(_-) gre~ ln~ whid1
...

ipli tlJ1hni114.

5~1$-

rnlt>
-tnen :ilrip l:IMt
llteas

'.'-.-. mTOOl\dj

Illustration 8
Body Grooming
Diagram

Unlike the feet of the scent hound, which should be thick, co.inpact and round to aid him in staying with the hunt, the feet of
the sighthound should aid him in the specific function of racing.
There is conflict between the standard and the functional conformation requirements. The second and third toes (especially of
the rear feet) should be longer than the first and fourth toes. The
length of the rear feet should provide a leverage gain. Yet, there
is an inherent fault and weakness in the long foot. The foot with
well arched toes or "knuckled-up'' that is esteemed by many be cause
it gives thickness to the foot, resiliency and general staying soundness, can be lost in the long foot. The further development of the
long foot will eventually evolve into a "paper foot" or one which is
thin and structurally weak.
In illustration 9; the
1
si houette of the ungroomed
foot can give the appearance
of a paper foot, overly large
and ugly. The IW' snails are
best cut back beyond the foot
surface. Nails which 11 clickety clickety" as the dog walks
Illustration 9 - The Foot
are too long, and can eventgen
and
foot
the
splay
ually
erally weaken it. Excessive hair about the foot and pasterns should be
trimmed. The slight bend in the pasterns should be made observable as
it is characteristic of the racing animal.
There is no doubt that one of the strongest characteristic s of the
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sighthound is the length of neck. In a full suspension gallop, the
neck stretches out, allowing the center of gravity to push forward ,
and thus propels the animal forward. The IW should have a proportionally long and well curved or arched neck. The appearance of length can
be increased by trimming away the excessive hair about the base of the
skull and at the throat immediately adjacent to the lower jaw (not the
chin furnishings) and smoothly blending the hair into the heavy coat
on the shoulders and chest (see illustrations 5 & 8). In other words,
reducing the appearance of size of the head and blending the coat from
head to shoulders and chest will make a neck appear longer and stronger.
Perhaps the best way to fully appreciate the unique difference between
a long and short neck is to compare working breeds to the coursing
hounds. The function of the two groups is different, and one of the
most outstanding differences is the conformation of the neck. Elaboration of this difference is a responsibility of the groomer.
The chest, like the neck, is a characteristic difference between
the coursing hound and all other breeds. Working breeds have the tendency towards breadth of chest while the coursing breeds have the tendency toward depth of chest. The depth is needed for heart space. The
front view should look comfortably wide, but the rib cage should be
more slab sided than barrel shaped. In grooming, this should be amplified by combing down the hair of the chest and stripping down the
rib cage hair so that it lies flat along the cage. As already noted,
stripping away some of the hair from the loins can add to the appearance of chest size.
Grooming can neither hide nor minimize a bad set of shoulders. However, the exhibitor should see to it that the hair on the shoulders is
stripped sufficiently so that the hair lies flat against the shoulder
blade and is not teased out so that it presenta a ballooned or barrel
effect.
Some grooming of the tail should be done because of the excessive
hair on some dogs at the base of the tail. This grooming should blend
the base of the tail smoothly into th~ tail proper. The appearance of
the tail should be the relative same thickness throughout the entire
tail, with only a slight tapering.
In conclusion, it is necessary to remind the exhibitor that dog
showing is just that, a show. Your preparation for the ring should
show the particular dog and the breed to the best advantage. After
all, your dog is something special. Last of all relax and enjoy the
show; it can be fun. Remember, the show is for people; the dogs would
probably rather stay home.
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Canine Mammary Gland Cancer

From Animal Health Newsletter
Cornell Univ.

*

*

*

-

FLATULENCE

About half of the breast tumors found in dogs are benign. Among the
other half are many different types, and many that have a very high
potential to metastasize and affect other tissue and organs. The
most common source of lung cancer in dogs is metastatic mammary gland
cancer. Many questions remain about cause, treatment and cure of
these cancers, but it is generally agreed that neutering plays a significant role. When the female is spayed before the first estrus, the
incidence decreases (to 0.5 %). Neutering after one estrus increases
the risk 8 %; neutering after two or more cycles increases the risk
to 26 %. Breed does not appear to be an important factor, altbough
pure breds are at greater risk than mixed breeds, for the same reasons that humans with familial histories of tumors would be at risk.
Female dogs in the 10 to 12 year age bracket are most commonly affected, but it tends to be more serious for the female under six. Early
detection is critically important for treatment and to interrupt t~e
metastasizing of the cancer.

*
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The Kc1111el Doctor
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*

Baby It's Cold Outside
Puppies huddle together to keep warm for good reason. A puppy's
internal temperature regulatory system doesn't begin to develop
until it's about two weeks old. If kept at a room temperature of
less than 86 degrees (F), the puppy's internal temperature can
drop from its normal 101 degrees to between 91 and 93 degrees,
and it will run the risk of a weakened immunological system later
in life. Among other problems, the puppy would not respond fully
or safely to vaccines that challenge the normally developed immune
system.
From Univ. of Wisconsin study Animal Health Newsletter

"Mush. Pass it on."

FLATULENCE MEANS GAS PASSING

It has been shown that the greatest
amount of gas in a dog's intestine comes
from air swallowed during eating and perhaps from panting.
The next most common source is fermentation caused by poorly digested carbohydrates. This is more apt to occur on
a high fiber diet because the fiber may interfere with complete digestion in the
small intestine.
Dietary substances, such as soybeans,
that contain large amounts of non-absorbable oligosaccharides may also produce gas.

*

DIETARY CONSIDERATIONS

and~

a frequent, objectionable problem encountered by many dog owners. Although
the cause of flatulence in dogs is not
well established, several factors need
to be considered when addressing this
problem. Gas may accumulate from at
least three different sources:
I. Swallowed air
2. Acid/base reactions
3. Fermentation in the intestine .

1. CONTROL AIR SWALLOW I NG.

Rapid
eaters should be fed two to three tim·e s
daily to discourage gulping of air. If
competitive eating is a problem you
may want to feed the dogs separately,
each in a quiet locat'ion.

2.

MAKE DIETARY CHANGES GRADUALLY,

3.

AVOID FEEDING THE FOLLOWING
FOODS to dogs with a gas problem:

giving the intestinal bacteria time to
adjust.

onions, spices, milk, potatoes, cabbage,
cauliflower, and beans.

4.

REDUCE VITAMIN SUPPLEMENTATION
in dogs that have a problem. Extra
vitamins increase the microbial activity
in the gut, thus creating more gas.

5. KEEP IN MIND

that the influence on
gas formation of a certain food varies
from dog to dog. A diet that produces
gas in one dog may not in another.

6.

HIGHLY DIGESTABLE SOY-FREE DIETS
arP l"'ss 8pt to produce gas than others.

On the same subject, an herbal remedy suggestion was gleaned from
DOG FANCY magazine:
11 For diarrhea, flatulence and lower tract upsetsActivated vegetable charcoal capsules - 1 to 3 capsules
(depending on size of the pet)
3 times a day"
For anyone with a dog that suffers from motion sickness, the article
also offered this remedy which is quite a common suggestion:
11 For car sickness in particular, and nausea in generalHigh grade powdered ginger - put into #0 capsule (for 30 lbs & up)
11
11
#3 capsule (for small dogs)
Give to pet half hour before start of trip.
Give to pet every six hours on long trip. 11
Needless to say, for any severe diarrhea or other obvious distress,
you should be seeing your veterinarian rather than trying 11 home remedies"

'1he desire to take medicine
is perhaps the greateSt feature which distinguishes
man from animals. -Sir William Osler
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Canine Culture
At last, a cultural opportunity for the nation 1 s 49.1 million dogs.
In Kansas City, Mo., Mike Milkovich, part owner of a cable television
company, has created DOG TV for pets and their owners.
Milkovich says that he knew that there was a need for this concept
after talks with 150 pet owners revealed that almost every one of
them 11 had tried to get their dogs to watch TV at one time or another. 11
Most dogs lost interest quickly.
11 DOG TV was created from the dog 1 s point of view, 11 claims Milkovich,
noting that the show features pictures of animals particularly fascin~ting to canines (squirrels,cats, etc.) and barks, howls and meows
to match. People will watch, he says, because they 11 will get a kick
cut of watching their dogs watch. 11
DOG TV will be test marketed in the Midwest.
- S.F. Chronicle
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- A PROCLAMATION WHEREAS, the citizens of California have long recognized the special bond between
people and their pets; and
WHEREAS, animals provide unique benefits in terms of companionship, loyalty, affection, and devotion; and
WHEREAS, the humane treatment of animals and pet ownership is a responsibility many
people undertake; and
WHEREAS, the observance of National Pet Week draws special attention to the necessity
of protecting and showing kindness to animals; and
WHEREAS, the enhancement of the relationship between people and pets significantly
improves their quality of life,

Food for. Fido
By

.,

JOHN

R.
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COSTON

Imagine the average dog eating a can
of average dog food every day of that
dog's life, say for 10 or 12 years. Smelly,
greasy "4D" meat, as the Agriculture Department refers to meat byproducts (from
diseased, disabled, dying or dead animals) . Day after day.
A complex experience involving enough
gluck to last for years. That's what a ,dog

m

Bookshelf
"Good Dog!"

By Jo and Paul Loeb
might say about that can of' animal rriatter.
If dogs could write, a wise old cur would

have scribbled this all down by now, along
the way debunking a few trivial myths
about why dogs do some of the things they
do. Why they eat grass and promptly
throw up. Why they dig in flower beds to
bury bones. And why i't's not really fanny
when a puppy shakes a stuffed toy so furiously (to snap its spinal cord).
Jo and Paul Loeb are the surrogate authors of a canine treatise entitled "Good
Dog!" (G.P. Putnam's Sons, 214 pages,
$14.95) . Drawing on their vast experience
as trainers, they have written a fitness
book for dogs, giving pet owners a simple
guide · to controlling canine behavior
through diet and exercise .. Their advice is
. aimed 'afproducirig the hippy 'arid wen-behaved "best friend". that evolution was
supposed to have delivered.
The authors work with a simple premise: When and what and how much a dog is
fed and exercised determine whether it
will be well beha\'.'ed. Using case histories,
they illustrate practical approaches to
physical needs as a means to psychological
(read "behavioral" ) cures. They are to the
canine world what B.F. Skinner, the noted
Harvard psychologist who devoted himself
to the techniques of shaping behavior, was
to the study of man.
For disciples of their technique, the
Loeb's present a consumer guide aimed at
no-nonsense buyers of dog food. They trace
the history of this commodity from the air
pearance in the 1950s of the canned variety, pitched as a timesaver because it

eliminated trips to the butcher, to the socalled professional . foods for the elite,
available only to the classiest kennels of
the dog industry.
·
Besides canned and "pro" food, manufacturers produce dry food, which started
out second in popularity to the canned variety, but pulled out in front by the mid1970s, generating far more dollar volume-.
Innovation didn't stop there, however. An
expanding pet population - a puppy boom
between 1964 and 1974 increased the number of dogs in America by 50%-and the
considerable profits afforded by ridiculously cheap raw materials, .drew humanfood manufacturers iilto pet-food lines. Admen, who decided that dog food should
seem ''veu-'...~lbsELt9__hwna~ fQM, ''_jntroduced~the semi-moist "burger" fo¢s.
hamburger look-alikes without the gamy
odors of canned varieties. Mighty Dog
commercials entreated consumers to
"smell the pure beef aroma."
Is this enticing.? Sort of. Hired to train
the canine actors that starred in one of the
first dog-burger commercials, the authors
tell how the script called for the mutts to
choose the new semi-moist product over
ordinary hamburger~ The Loebs were able
· to get gratifying results (and .stay within
the limits of advertising regulations) by
cooling both samples in the fridge. The
cold inhibited the hamburger's aroma; but
not that of the look-alikes. Presto! Magico,
the dogs followed their noses right along
with the script.
The Loebs have an impressive resume
that certainly qualifies them as stand-ins
for the dog who would tell all if it could.
Wh;J.t's more impressiye is that they've
thought through and researched mankind's
well-intended but often unwitting inhumanity to the dog. They present their case to
the average dog owner.with the sheerest of
simplicity. Don't feed Chihuahua puppies
six times a day. If the pups eat enough to
meet the requirements of a ravenous human with low blood sugar, they never becon1e housebroken.
And realize that your dog's begging
stare during your own dinnertime is the
act of an aggressor. If you give in.well,
when's the last time you ate off its
plate? ·

Mr. Coston is deputy foreign editor of
the Journal.
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ladies' Home Journal

"He cost three hundred dollars-and for fifty dollars we coulda got a
cocker spaniel with papers!"

* * * ** * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
THE HOUNDS'BUGLE

The Hound s 1 B<Jgle is publi shed 6 times a ye ar; June, August, October ,
December, February and April. The editor reserves the right to edit or
refuse any material submitted for publication. Articles herein are
the opinions of the authors and don't necessarily reflect the views
of the editor or of the club . Permission to reprint written portions
is granted only (A) to other Irish Wolfhound clubs and (B) if credit is
gi ve n.
Art i cles and/ or comm ents are wel come and solicited.

Max Stress is
top dog for top dogs.
Top breeders say so.

~A

Make no bones about it. Max
Stress performs.

Remember it's Chicken, Wheat
& Meat, that's Max Stress!

It matches a dog's energy requirements for extended physical
activites.

At your nearest pet or feed
store wherever Nutro Products
are sold!

It maximizes performance in all
kinds of stressful situtations-from
breeding to shows.

It promotes a more lustrous
coat; soft, healthy skin; firmer,
stools plus a general improvement
in overall health.

"I fed my Brittany, Sheba
only Max Stress all during
her pregnancy. And she
came out looking superb.
The stamina Sheba has is
unbelievable. And she
worked up until 2 days
before she whelped.
Thanks again for such a
'great' food.

And as you can see from what
Ms. Hannily ha~ to say, you don't
simply have to take our word for
it.

Donna Lee Hannily,
Twin Cedars Little Sheba.
Auburn, Washington.

Now if only the dogs themselves could talk, imagine how
complimentary they'd be!

It's also a very effective diet for
pregnancy, lactation and breeding
requirements, or other special
health maintenance needs.

445 Wilson Way
City of Industry, CA 91744

Telephone(818)968--0532
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